Dodge
CompanionVan®
The Dodge CompanionVan® offers the
accessibility of traditional lowered-floor
minivans in a streamlined, economical
package. With a manual door and manual
bi-fold ramp, the vehicle is the perfect
choice for those who will travel with
an attendant. Both front seats and the
rear bench seat are retained during the
conversion process, allowing seating for
up to four ambulatory adults with one
wheelchair securement position in the
center lowered floor area.
If you are looking for a budget-friendly
solution to your personal mobility, this
innovative conversion could be the answer.
Visit your local BraunAbility® dealer to see if
the Dodge CompanionVan® is right for you.

www.A-ZBus.com
Southern California

800-437-5522

1900 S. Riverside Ave., Colton, CA 92324
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Dimensions

The Dodge CompanionVan®
floor is lowered from
behind the front seats to
the rear seat, providing 55”
for the center wheelchair
securement position. Tiedown tracks and a belt
system are included.
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All dimensions are for reference only.
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31”

Door OpeningE Usable Height (Side Door)
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52.5”

Interior Height at Center of Van
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57.25”

Ramp Length
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52”

Ramp Width (Usable Clear Opening)
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30”

Ramp Angle*
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12.5°

Interior Lowered Floor Length
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55”

Interior Lowered Floor Length at Middle of Ramp
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Due to manufacturing tolerances both with the OEM vehicle and the conversion components, all dimensions may vary slightly from those shown.
* Ramp angle subject to 1.5 degree variance based on chassis trim level and other environmental factors - measured with a 250 lb approximated
wheelchair passenger load at the center of the ramp
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